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Wine Name: Saint Josef Kabinett
Appellation: Rheinhessen
Vintage: 2010
Bottle size: 750ml
Alcohol: 9% by VOL.
Case size: 12 bottles
Characteristics:
Abundant powerful fruit of peach and very light
cherry blossom. Harmonious and medium-bodied
taste, smooth bouquet fruit on nose.
Food pairings:
Seafood dishes, Asian cuisine, garlic seasoned poultry
or pork entrees.

Description:
A German Kabinett wine (prononced: Kah-bee-net) is the first and lightest of the ripeness levels in what is
known as the QMP (Qualitatswein mit Pradikat) scale of grape sugar content. Kabinett denotes a less sweeter
style of wine than its close neighbors, Spatlese and Auslese (also offered within the Saint Josef family of labels).
With a touch more acidity in this superb vintage, the 2008 Kabinett is a fragrant, medium-bodied gem evoking
notes of orange peel and lemon curd. The simplest way to describe the enjoyment of this wine is to ask yourself
a question: Do you like the full, lush flavors of a quality German wine, but favor a bit less sweetness and more
delicacy? If so, a Kabinett wine classification is right for you. German wine laws categorize the ripeness
measured in the natural grape sugar for Kabinett at 17% - 21% by weight. The higher the ripeness (more
extracted sugar) the higher in the pyramid it is classifed.
The term Kabinett, originally written as “cabinet” on wine labels signified a better wine that has been set aside
by the producer for later sale, literally in a cabinet, and corresponds to the use of the term reserve in other
countries.
Sourcing our fruit from the Rheinhessen allowed careful grape selection that produced well balanced features.
The Rheinhessen has varied soils and favorable climate conditions offering a long growing season. Rheinhessen
wines are often characterized as fragrant, elegant and full of great depth. See for yourself in the Saint Josef
Kabinett, your ticket to true wine enjoyment.
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